On the
Move

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Activity link

Activity link

Activity link

Activity link

Activity link

Feed the

Penguin

Iceberg Hop

Walrus Crawl

Polar Bear

Polar Bear

Waddle

Hop like a polar
bear safely to the
finish line by
avoiding the icy
water below!

Experience the fun
(and warmth) of
being a walrus in
the arctic.

Paw Walk

The polar bears
are hungry for
fish…can you
help?

Walk like a
penguin in this fun
race!

Winter

Arctic

Winter

Adventures

Vocabulary

Animals

Weather

Online

Learn about winter
and all the things
we see during this
frosty season.

Save the

Sensory
Time

Animals!

Explore all the
facts about 10
arctic animals.

Let it Snow

Playing in the
snow can be so
Be an arctic
much fun.
explorer and
Especially if you
rescue the animals are an arctic
from the giant
animal.
iceberg.

We can be just as
warm as the
animals in the
winter!

Word Play

Follow along the
polar bears trail of
paw prints in the
snow!

Winter Hokey

Play along with
Pokey
Sesame Street
Show your best
friends to learn
moves in this fun
new words while
song & dance.
creating or
listening to a story.

Icebergs

Arctic Hunt

Can you help the
animals jump from
iceberg to
iceberg?

Arctic animals love
the snow, but
where did they all
go?

Polar
Exploration
Animals love to
explore. Let’s tag
along!

Story Time

Arts and
Creativity

Cub’s First

Over in the

Snowflakes

Polar Bear,

Little Owl’s

Winter

Arctic

Fall

Polar Bear,

Snow

Enjoy this
adorable story as
Cub learns
everything that
happens in the
wintertime.

Count with the
belugas, caribou,
bears, and other
cold-weather
animals that call
the arctic home.

The beauty and
joy that comes
when snow falls!

What Do You
Hear?
Listen to the many
sounds the
animals make!

Little Owl knows
winter is near! The
leaves are falling,
animal friends are
hibernating & there
is a chill in the air!

Arctic Animal

Polar Bear

Winter

Polar Bear

My Favorite

Diorama

Fun

Wonderland

Mask

Arctic Animal

Craft your own
chilly arctic
environment that
is perfect for arctic
animals.

Enjoy this fun twist
on a classic song!

Create a
masterpiece all
about the beauty
of winter!

It’s a bird, it’s a
plane, it’s a polar
bear mask!

Show the love for
your favorite arctic
animal with a
beautiful drawing.

